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YOUTH TRIBE
THE GENERATION THAT THRIVES
Dee Petit and Josh Roche are pleased to introduce Youth Tribe. This is an 8-week student leadership program for both female and male students ages 14+. Youth Tribe has been developed for students who are willing and ready to step up and meet their potential. With these students we aim to promote resilience, discernment, trainability, self-discipline, self-responsibility, self-control, self-motivation and self-determination.

Understanding the evolution of societal pressure amongst the lives of our young people is the cornerstone of our program. Young people strive to fit in with their peers and adapt to new challenges such as changes to family structure, childrearing practices, parental time and availability. Added to this is the influence of technology, social networks and media on self-perception and desire. Compared to previous generations, youth face more choices at an earlier age, but at the same time may have less clarity as to their path ahead. The role of traditional community supports such as sports, church and other youth groups have declined. Dee and Josh aim to fill this gap with their passion for assisting youth to obtain personal achievements. We also understand the impact of poor nutritional choices and the effect of this on adolescent mood, behaviour and the ability to thrive academically.

Entitlement, procrastination, lack of consequence and accountability in life prevent our youth from flourishing in our ever-changing world. In sharing their combined life experiences, Dee and Josh will focus on empowering the student to take total responsibility for their individual life path. This will involve students embracing fundamental aspects of personal growth such as respect for self and others, compassion, integrity, accountability and resilience to adversity. These qualities are essential to for youth to develop critical thinking, and problem-solving skills to help them navigate their way through life and overcome the challenges they face now and will do as adults.

The program aims to promote a sense of acceptance of self in amongst the multiple societal pressures and enable the young person to create their own toolkit to facilitate their progress through life. We understand that sound values provide the basis for the development of individual attitudes leading to specific decision making behaviours amongst participants. This program will explore individual personal values and how these serve as the basis for the development of attitudes and effect behaviour. We aim for the young person to begin to think about their own values such as mentioned compassion, respect, togetherness and integrity while at school and carry them through the transition into adulthood. The universal attributes needed to step into adulthood such as effective self-management and relationship skills, communication and boundary setting, trainability, work ethic and enthusiasm and choosing suitable educational and vocational outlets are essential in negotiating the work and age-related issues during these years.

In summary, the contents of this program are aimed to provide the participants with a sense of belonging and a holistic understanding of themselves. This will serve as a platform for moving towards success in their personal, social and academic lives with an understanding of their own values, awareness of nutrition and exercise. These are skills that they can take and refine for years to come.
Youth Tribe Values

To be true to ourselves and others. To have compassion, respect, integrity and a sense of togetherness.

Youth Tribe Mission

To encourage and inspire resilience, critical thinking, problem solving and development of individual personal values. We want youth to flourish and shine with a sense of dignity, respect, love, happiness and self-worth.

Program Overview

Youth Tribe – The Generation That Thrives, is an interactive experience. Josh Roche and Dee Petit lead youth through a series of physical routines and mindfulness each week and generate discussion with regards to issues that are important to them. They’ll have the opportunity to create a breakthrough in their ability to:

- Skill Building relationships with other students, family, friends and society
- To develop an understanding of own personal values and goals
- Develop appreciation & gratitude for their families and the people in their lives
- Deal effectively with peer pressure by understanding personal boundaries in the context of experience of bullying, media, internet use and how to make healthy choices when at times they may feel disempowered
- View rules and agreements as a way to stay true to themselves and others and make life work
- Aim for excellence in the areas of life that are important to them
- Focus and learn how to have a healthy body, mind and spirit
- Learn the fundamentals of healthy food, healthy body
- Develop creative expression to feel connected, inspired and free to flourish and shine

Youth Tribe Leadership Program has been developed to give students a range of self-management and character development skills that will assist in their successful transition through the key teenage years and on to higher education or the work place. This program introduces students to concepts such as self-inquiry, mindfulness, resilience, self-awareness, embracing adversity, self-value and more. These core skills enable students to give value to themselves and their choices, minimize distraction and maintain a positive attitude through challenge.

Overall each session will build and work towards our overall vision, which is to make an impact on our future leaders by giving them a tool-kit for life. In this course we will cover the fundamentals of healthy foods, identify harmful additives and foods to avoid or minimise and why, as well as portion sizes. A successful student works hard and achieves well, a student who is well nourished excels, and understanding nutrition empowers students to make good choices around food, giving them ownership of their bodies and a sense of control. Students will take home information on how to read food labels, the risks of long term exposure to highly processed food, and the saturation of common foods with salt, sugar and fat. We will raise awareness regarding normal eating, issues around body image and the impact of poor nutrition on concentration and academic achievements.

The cost for each student for each 8-week program is $160. Limit: 30 students per term.

Please visit our website: https://www.youthtribe.nz/
Professional Profile

Denise Petit

Sassy Red Ltd - Director

Teacher. Coach. Networker

**Dee Petit**, is a Certified Life Coach, teacher of Awakening the Illuminated Heart Meditation Courses, and a facilitator of Mature and Young Women Empowerment Workshops in New Zealand. Denise (Dee) integrates over 25 years’ experience as the CEO of several businesses and her extensive marketing and sales management background with her true passion to assist young men and women in re-discovering their strengths and confidence in order to enhance or transform the quality of their personal and professional lives.

Dee is a passionate, committed, knowledgeable, flexible, ethical, supportive, professional, collaborative, and approachable Coach and Facilitator. She accurately interprets the needs of her clients and delivers value and results through intuitive and dynamic coaching techniques within the creation of a supportive and safe environment.

**Qualifications**

- Certified in Authentic Leadership Training – Art of Optimism Ltd – New Zealand
- Certified Facilitator & Educational Trainer – Archetypal and Cross-Cultural Studies Institute- Boulder, CO-USA
- Certified Abundance Coach - Art of Optimism Ltd – New Zealand
- Certified Life Coach – New Zealand Life Coaching
- School of Remembering Meditation Teachers Training – Sedona, Arizona - USA
- Associate Degree in Business and Marketing Management at Monroe County Community College -USA

**Career History**

- Director and Coach - Sassy Red Ltd, Private Coaching and Facilitation Practice - NZ
- Operations, Sales and Marketing Manager - Jennian Homes Counties & Milestone Homes Counties - NZ
- Owner/Director - Cutting Edge Concrete Company – Jackson, Michigan - USA
- Sales & Marketing Manager - American Speedy Printing Centers – Monroe, Michigan - USA
- Marketing Manager - McDonald’s Corporation – Detroit, Michigan - USA
- Director of Trinity Lutheran Church Youth Group – Monroe, Michigan - USA

Please visit Dee’s website: [https://www.sassyred.com/](https://www.sassyred.com/)
Professional Profile

Josh Roche

JoshRoche.com – Director of Multi-Disciplinary Self-improvement Company

Josh Roche, is an experienced trainer and facilitator that draws on a diverse skill set and experience base to bring a truly holistic approach to programmes he is involved with. Josh served in the New Zealand Army as a highly trained reconnaissance specialist and paratrooper. He furthered his studies in mental training living as a monk for three years in India and Australia and learned from some of the most esteemed masters of yoga and meditation in the world. He has worked as a Personal Trainer and yoga teacher in London and L.A, taken youth groups on adventure learning as a trained Outdoor Instructor and has worked one to one as a Hypnotherapist and Life Coach. He is now an educator with NZ Life Coaching, runs his own Authentic Leadership Courses and is an advocate for using fitness, health and mind-set as tools to address physical and mental health issues.

Qualifications

- Military Qualifications including:
  - Reconnaissance and Intelligence Specialist
  - Military Static Line Parachuting
  - SAS Helo Rappel
  - Combat First Aid
  - Command positions
- Certified Personal Trainer New Zealand Institute of Sport – New Zealand
- Certified Strength and Conditioning Coach – Netfit – New Zealand
- Outdoor Instructor – New Zealand Outdoor Pursuit Center – Turangi, New Zealand
- Crossfit Level 1 Coach – Santa Cruz, California, USA
- Gym Jones Level 2 - Salt Lake City, Utah -USA
- Certified Life Coach - New Zealand Life Coaching
- Hypnotherapist – New Zealand School of Hypnotherapy
- Yoga Teacher – Kriya Yoga School – Bangalore, India

Career History

- Director at JoshRoche.com: Multi-disciplinary Self-improvement Company
- Personal Trainer Les Mills
- Self Employed Outdoor Instructor
- Yoga Teacher London & Los Angeles
- NZ Army Reconnaissance - Intelligence Platoon

Please visit Josh’s website: https://www.joshroche.com/
Dee’s Testimonials

I have experienced Dee in my own life as a powerful supporter of women and many others. When Dee gets behind you it feels like anything is possible as she brings great strength, belief, support and inspiration to those who have the benefit of connecting with her. Dee is indeed a mentor in life, she shares herself, her own vulnerabilities and becomes your greatest supporter. A coach, a role model of strength, positivity and courage delivered with great love and gorgeous nurturing support. Just being in her company moves you to generate from within the desire and enthusiasm to move forward powerfully. As a leader Dee shows the way but doesn’t leave anyone behind, empowering all as she goes. Thank you for being YOU Dee! – Sarah Bartlett - Personal Client - New Zealand

I closed a very important ‘first chapter’ last night. I feel so blessed to have attended such an amazing workshop, overflowing with such richness, support and encouragement. But most importantly, love. Love for being human, for being a woman and for life and all its flaws. I also want to express my gratitude for meeting Dee, a wonderful woman and amazing teacher. Dee, you have made me think, process and confront a lot of things. Here is to you and to you building a community of like-minded souls who are eager to learn and transform. Thank you and good luck Dee, I cannot wait to see your work manifest and touch many more lives. Sheryl LP – Auckland, New Zealand.

As marketing manager Dee showed herself to be woman of high standards and wants things to be good for everyone. When she walks into a room, she changes the atmosphere and commands attention. Anything she touches turns positive because of the effort put forth. Dee is someone who brings people together and motivates others. Her personality will get through many doors and Dee is a great role model for women around the world.
Errol Service - Owner of 15 McDonalds Restaurants – Detroit, Michigan USA

Josh’s Testimonials

Private Roche is a very conscientious soldier who performs all tasks to the best of his ability. He has a high level of personal organisation, is extremely motivated and has a lot of self-discipline. He always displayed good interpersonal relations with his team members and superiors and assisted less able platoon members when required. On a number of occasions Private Roche was employed as a section 2IC, he did a very good job and was able to motivate and control his section. Private Roche showed a positive approach to the course, he remained motivated throughout a very challenging and sustained period of training and would not settle for an average result. He was nominated for Best Corp Trainee award. A good effort, he should prove as asset to his new unit. – Major JLW Sandman - NZ Army

I first met Josh at a 5 Day Life-coaching course I was facilitating some years ago. Josh struck me as a clear minded and perceptive type of person with a good grasp of the subject matter and awareness of how and when to apply the appropriate techniques for the person and issue. He has a very unique background and his experiences lend themselves extremely well to a wide variety of self- development type programs. Always wielding a positive attitude Josh is a joy to be around and his insights can have profound effects on those he works with.
Ed Lester - Director of The Art of Optimism Ltd, Life Coach, Business Consultant – New Zealand

All I can say is Wow! It’s been four days since I finished Josh’s Leadership Training and I’m still buzzing with excitement and ideas. His approach is fantastic, authentic and easy to follow no matter what level you are at and most importantly relevant to all modern social and business models. His course material is in depth and to the point and has many practical aspects to it, but never overwhelming which was nice for a change. For me though, the best part was when he went off script and talked about his story and how this formed and impacted his personal leadership style and the many people along the way who have influenced this. Listening to Josh’s story was worth the price alone. I found Josh to be very generous with his knowledge, time and energy and he created an environment that allowed everyone in the class to feel involved and important. His inclusive style left you feeling like nothing was impossible and I have already included two of Josh’s strategies in my business this week with great results. Life changing is how I would sum up Josh’s Authentic Leadership Course. Thank you to Josh and his team for a wonderful three days of learning and I look forward to working with you again asap.
Darrin Skeet DipCAH, PNLP. Darin.skeet@gmail.com
Public Forum submission to the Howick Local Board June 18th 2018

Howick Ratepayers and Residents Association Inc. formally asks Howick Local Board to request;

Auckland Council to urgently undertake a detailed assessment to determine whether Stockade Hill meets the criteria to be designated an Outstanding Natural Feature (ONF) or an Outstanding Natural Landscape (ONL)

A: Background:

In its consultation for Plan Change 3 Auckland Council received 199 separate submissions seeking that the view be recognised as an ONF or as an ONL.

Auckland Council’s report for the Plan Change 3 Hearing states on P77, that

“It is important to note that both ONL’s and ONF’s are “areas of land” with particular qualities that justify their protection in some way. Neither, ONL’s or ONFs are views. No detailed assessment of Stockade Hill has been carried out to determine whether it would qualify as either and ONL or ONF.

Stockade Hill is more likely to qualify as an ONF under the criteria contained in Attachment 12. There are a number on ONF’s, which are completely surrounded by suburbia, such as most of the volcanic cones....”

In 2017 Council commissioned Melean Absolum Limited (MAL) to undertake a landscape assessment of a local public view from Stockade Hill.

As confirmed in the highlighted evidence above, the scope of this assessment did not include whether Stockade Hill is an ONF or an ONL.

The MAL report states “Although an important part of the view encompasses a number of Outstanding Natural Landscapes (ONLs) and Outstanding Natural Features (ONF’s), including Rangitoto, Motutapu, Motuhu, Motukorea and parts of Rakino and Waiheke Islands, the view itself is not an ONL or an ONF”
B: Commentary:

The Howick area has very few areas that have been designated as ONFs.

Pigeon Mountain is designated an ONF and is a Volcanic Cone with a height of 55 metres asl

Stockade Hill (whilst not believed to be a volcanic cone) is of significant scale and is the highest geological feature in Howick area towering 78.5 metres asl, and in our view meets many of the factors listed in the Appendix to be designated an ONF.

Andries Popping
Deputy Chair – HRRA
18th June 2018

Appendix:

Criteria for ONL and ONL

Ref: Auckland Unitary Plan Operative in part

B4.2. Outstanding natural features and landscapes

B4.2.1. Objectives

(1) Outstanding natural features and landscapes are identified and protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.

(2) The ancestral relationships of Mana Whenua and their culture and traditions with the landscapes and natural features of Auckland are recognised and provided for.

(3) The visual and physical integrity and the historic, archaeological and cultural values of Auckland’s volcanic features that are of local, regional, national and/or international significance are protected and, where practicable, enhanced.

B4.2.2. Policies

Identify, evaluate and protect outstanding natural landscape

(1) Identify and evaluate a place as an outstanding natural landscape considering the following factors:

(a) natural science factors: geology, topography, hydrology, vegetation cover, ecology and natural processes;
(b) expressiveness/legibility: including the degree to which the landscape reveals its formative processes;
(c) aesthetic values and memorability: including landmarks and significant views;
(d) perceptions of naturalness: related to human influences, the presence of buildings and structures or landform modification;
(e) transient landscape values: including those related to natural processes, such as seasonal change and the presence of wildlife;
(f) shared and recognised values: including the public profile and recognition of particular landscapes;
(g) Mana Whenua: the value of the landscape to Mana Whenua;
(h) historical: the landscape’s known historical associations.
(2) Include a place identified as an outstanding natural landscape in Schedule 7 Outstanding Natural Landscapes Overlay Schedule.

(3) Protect the physical and visual integrity of Auckland’s outstanding natural landscapes from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.

**Identify, evaluate and protect outstanding natural features**

(4) Identify and evaluate a place as an outstanding natural feature considering the following factors:

(a) the extent to which the landform, feature or geological site contributes to the understanding of the geology or evolution of the biota in the region, New Zealand or the earth, including type localities of rock formations, minerals and fossils;
(b) the rarity or unusual nature of the site or feature;
(c) the extent to which the feature is an outstanding representative example of the diversity of Auckland’s natural landforms and geological features;
(d) the extent to which the landform, geological feature or site is part of a recognisable group of features;
(e) the extent to which the landform, geological feature or site contributes to the value of the wider landscape;
(f) the extent of community association with, or public appreciation of, the values of the feature or site;
(g) the potential value of the feature or site for public education;
(h) the potential value of the feature or site to provide additional understanding of the geological or biotic history;
(i) the state of preservation of the feature or site;
(j) the extent to which a feature or site is associated with an historically important natural event, geologically related industry, or individual involved in earth science research;
(k) the importance of the feature or site to Mana Whenua.

(5) Include a place identified as an outstanding natural feature in Schedule 6 Outstanding Natural Features Overlay Schedule.

(6) Protect the physical and visual integrity of Auckland’s outstanding natural features from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.

(7) Protect the historic, archaeological and cultural integrity of regionally significant volcanic features and their surrounds. Management of outstanding natural landscapes and outstanding natural features

(8) Manage outstanding natural landscapes and outstanding natural features in an integrated manner to protect and, where practicable and appropriate, enhance their values.
MAY 2018

TUE 1  
**Auckland South Citizenship Ceremony – Vodafone Events Centre**
Chairman D.Collings attended with Members from Otara / Papatoetoe Local Board
Welcomed new citizens to New Zealand and gave them certificates and a complimentary book.

THU 3  
**Community Facilities Update**
Chairman D.Collings attended with Member G.Boles to discuss work being managed across the
Community Facilities department.

MON 7  
**Regional Land Transport Plan - informal hearing for Local Boards**
Chairman D.Collings attended with Cr S.Stewart. Conveyed the board’s submission on the above.

**Better Advice to Elected Members - Political Advisory Group**
Chairman D.Collings attended to discuss a presentation of the impact assessment guidance and work
tool and also to provide seek the advisory group’s views on training needed around commissioning
and considering advice.

**Southern Local Boards Chairs Forum**
Chairman D.Collings attended with other Southern chairs to discuss: Illegal Dumping, Local Board
Transport Capital Fund, Homelessness and Notice of Requirement for Auckland Airport.

TUE 9  
**Howick Youth Council’s Second Annual Principals’ breakfast**
Chairman D.Collings attended with Member M.Turinsky to meet with school principals and to hear a
presentation from the Howick Youth Council which included their plans for the future.
WED 9  Community Facilities Update
Chairman D.Collings attended to discuss work being managed across the Community Facilities department.

SAT 12  Arts out East Festival 2018 - Opening
Chairman D.Collings attended with Deputy Chair K.Bungard and Members G.Boles, J.Donald and A.White to officially open the event. I congratulated the parties that had worked very collaboratively on organising the two week festival and spoke of the quality of activities and of my delight that the festival returned to an event that ran for two weeks rather than one day.
MON 14  Local Boards Chairs Forum - May 2018
Chairman D.Collings attended with items being discussed such as: Local board feedback on the 10-year budget, Update on our response to the Local Government Commission report ‘Enhancing local government for Auckland,’ Community Facilities update * Project 17 * Capital projects delivery * Project streetscapes * Asset Risk Assessment Programme and Local Government New Zealand update.

Chairs from LB clusters meeting with Dean Kimpton – Chief Operating Officer
Chairman D.Collings attended, main things discussed were Community Facilities (Maintenance and Renewals), Council Call Centre, Coastal Erosion and Local Board Capital Projects.

East Auckland Tourism – Meeting at Te Puru with possible interested parties from Franklin
Chairman D.Collings attended to hear of Howick Tourism Inc’s plans to develop a web base and promote the Howick Ward and beyond to visitors to Auckland and New Zealand.

TUE 15  Howick Village Business Association – Monthly Meeting
Chairman D.Collings attended. Members were pleased to hear about things happening in the town centre such as the proposed seat replacement by the Howick Information Centre and cameras being installed over the car park where the clothing bins are situated.

WED 16  Howick Heritage Steering Group meeting
Chairman D.Collings attended with Member A.White who chaired the meeting. Topics were: Heritage Plan Digital platform, Update on selected Heritage Panels, Update on Educational unit, Auckland Transport’s proposal for Panmure Swing Bridge as part of AMETI project and Auckland Heritage Festival.

FRI 18  Board to advise Community Groups of Governance structure and Local Board responsibilities.
Chairman D.Collings attended with Deputy Chair K.Bungard and Members P.Young, M.Turinsky J.Donald and A.White. It was an opportunity to increase visibility of our HLB members and connectivity with the community in order to promote understanding of the HLB and encourage communication. A huge thank you to Rosa Chow.
Annual Youth Summit Howick Youth Council - Te Tuhi
Chairman D.Collings attended with Members M.Turinsky and A.White. It was an opportunity to support the youth council and also hear from other youth in the community. A great effort from Howick Youth Council members with a very well organised and focussed event.

Note: Chairman was overseas for the remainder of May
Acting Chair - Katrina Bungard during this time.
Cr Sharon Stewart: Ward Councillor Report
May/June

This is a voluntary report initiated monthly by the Councillor to keep the Howick Local Board, its staff and the residents of Howick updated on activities and duties she has participated in.

1. Committee Meetings

Finance and Performance Committee Workshop - LTP
(Monday 21 May) non-decision making

Finance and Performance Committee Workshop - LTP
(Tuesday 22 May) non-decision making

Governing Body Meeting
(Thursday 24 May) decision making
The Governing Body approved a trial of online voting, delegated non-regulatory land use and development decision-making over public land at 10 Ocean View Road, Matiatia to the Waikehe Local Board, and approved the terms of reference for the Value for Money Review programme.

Finance and Performance Committee Workshop - LTP
(Thursday 24 May) non-decision making

Planning Committee Workshop – Transpower
(Wednesday 30 May) non-decision making

Civil Defence and Emergency Management Committee Meeting
(Wednesday 30 May) decision-making
The CDEM Committee approved the April 2018 Storm Group Recovery Action Plan and review.

Planning Committee Workshop – Auckland Plan
(Monday 28 May) non-decision making

Governing Body/Finance and Performance Committee Meeting
(Thursday 31 May) decision making
The Governing Body adopted the 10-year Budget 2018-2028, including a water quality targeted rate, a natural environment targeted rate, average general rates increases of 2.5% for the first two years and 3.5% for each year after that, an online accommodation targeted rate and the regional fuel tax.

Planning Committee Meeting
(Tuesday 5 June) decision making
The Planning Committee adopted the Auckland Plan, approved the approach to incorporating the Hauraki Gulf Islands into the Auckland Unitary Plan and approved the 2017/20178 Regional Historic Heritage Grants Programme grants.

Finance and Performance Committee Quarterly Meeting (Q3)
(Wednesday 6 June) decision making

Environment and Community Committee Meeting
(Tuesday 12 June) decision making
The Environment and Community Committee approved hearing panel recommendations on the Draft Auckland Waste Management Minimisation Plan, approved the draft council submission on the Litter Amendment Bill, and approved five inclusion pilots as part of Investing in Aucklanders.

Governing Body Workshop – Representation Review
(Wednesday 13 June) non-decision making
Regulatory Committee Meeting
(Thursday 14 June) decision making

2. **Other meetings/events of interest:**

Meeting with residents and Simeon Brown MP at Highland Park
(Saturday 26 May)

Howick RSA Annual General Meeting
(Saturday 26 May)

Lifelines Group Volcanic Impacts Seminar
(Friday 1 June)

Cr Quax Funeral
(Saturday 2 June)

Site Visits in Howick, Pakuranga, Botany
(Sunday 3 June and Monday 4 June)

Meeting with Simeon Brown MP and Maggie Barry MP
(Friday 8 June)

Meeting with Howick RSA veterans
(Friday 8 June)

Meeting with AT – Airport to Botany Rapid Transit Network
(Wednesday 13 June)

Meeting with manager of Pakuranga CAB
(Friday 15 June)

AMETI Briefing
(Friday 15 June)

Meeting with Howick Residents and Ratepayers
(Saturday 16 June)

Piha Civil Defence and Emergency Management Community Meeting
(Sunday 17 June)

3. **Constituent Queries:**
Flooding over Queens Birthday weekend, building control regulations, CAB in Beachlands, Mooney's Bridge footpath, Hutchinsons Road safety concerns, school bus services, trees, pollution at Advene Trelawn stream, Half Moon Bay pontoons, Cascades path...

4. **Coming up in the next two weeks:**
Finance and Performance Committee meeting, Environment and Community Committee workshops, Governing Body and CCO Governance Workshop – Watercare, volunteering with Botany Crime Watch for Volunteer Week, Governing Body meeting to adopt final LTP...

Sharon Stewart
Auckland Councillor
Howick ward